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This wave of attacks from the King of China was so fierce that he was a bit overwhelmed ......

"We can't let the Black Crocodile King die! Vampire King, according to the
method used to defeat this Hua Xia King last time, let's make a wave like that, his strength is not
stable nowadays, and once the Black Crocodile King dies, the situation will be quite unstable!
Vampire King, no matter what method we use, we cannot let the Black Crocodile King die!" Steel
Wing T3000 roared, he saw Lin Hao's sudden change of attack and how fast it was, he was
passively defending and was already being beaten back by Lin Hao, now Lin Hao's shift made it
hard for him to adjust his attack, so he could only watch as Lin Hao lashed out at the Black

Crocodile King!

Originally, when he saw that the Black Crocodile King was ready to survive, the
Vampire King was incomparably annoyed, but after hearing the words of the SteelWings T3000,
he struggled, but still with a vicious attack, his entire red body became huge, and the pair of

wings, really like the Steel Wings that had wounded Lin Hao before, swung down viciously, and
in an instant, an endless sea of red came to kill and slashed at Lin Hao's back, but of course he
knew that With such a momentum of attack, it would definitely not be able to have any effect on

Lin Hao.

He only saw him gently twist his arm? Di'ai er yi zero xi'er? The bloody image

of a claw on one of his wings being twisted off was extremely gory. And that was not the goriest
image, next the Vampire King put that claw in his mouth.

The next moment, only to see the Vampire King's blood-red body swell once

again as his strength increased straight away!



The Giant Eagle King was once again appalled, the sudden awakening of the
Vampire King, the endlessly terrifying power, and the renewed enhancement made his jaw drop!
Yet at this moment, they realized that the Vampire King had only just performed his own

dismemberment! In other words, his strength, which would increase again, wouldn't that be royal
strength?

Pope Peter sat on the sidelines, carefully watching the changes in the field, his
strength was unquestionable, he was an absolute emperor above this earth, yet he was now on the

sidelines and had no intention of making a move!

Even now, when Lin Hao was facing a sneak attack, he had no intention of making
a move, what was he thinking?

Pope Peter watched the Vampire King strengthen again, this was something he
expected, after all, when the Vampire King fought him before, although it was a fight to the death,
but in front of him there were still two deadly fighters, he only needed to exert a sure kill

technique in the back, the real close physical fight entanglement did not even need him ......

Looking at the vampire king who is infinitely close to the strength of the pope,
Pope Peter also just sneered a little, looking within the field, as well as looking outside the field,
he felt a strong person coming from far away, that strong person is incomparably powerful, but he
is not afraid, only he still needs to be more careful, so he chose to stop, because he is waiting for
this stronger opponent!

The revival of Lin Hao, the King of China, gave him immense pleasure, it was the
most, most happy thing that had happened to him in the past thousand years, the King of China



had had an accident once, so this time, no matter what, he would not let anything happen to the

King of China!

It was as if he saw the mouth of the world, the incomparably powerful entrance,
beckoning to him!

"Still want to use this ridiculous trick once more?" Lin Hao turned back with a

cold laugh, his speed not slowing down, but even faster!

"Seek death!" The Vampire King's face turned cold, he used the Vampire Clan's
powerful Dismemberment Secret Technique, and this Chinese King simply ignored it, damned
Chinese!
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"You're simply arrogant!" The Vampire King gritted his teeth fiercely as his speed increased once
again, directly catching up to Lin Hao's trail!

The Black Crocodile King was still fleeing, but Lin Hao's terrifying pressure was
slowing him down, and he was in a panic as he fled, and had lost his best escape route.

Seeing that Lin Hao was about to kill the Black Crocodile King, the Vampire King
was furious, "I'll show you the horror of the Vampire Family!" My Vampire King's eyes were
scarlet, his face full of sullen blackness, and his killing intent was thick with shame covering his
face!



Lin Hao's ignorance had shamed him several times, and to be despised by Lin

Hao again and again, this was the most humiliating event for him, the second strongest man in

Western Europe, and he couldn't stand it!

The pair of blood-red wings came towards Lin Hao to kill him, Lin Hao only
glanced at them slightly, the Black Crocodile King only breathed a sigh of relief after seeing this
scene!

"Bang!"

There was a loud bang in the sky, an endless monstrous explosion that shook his
ears, and the Vampire King flew backwards tens of metres.

He had never imagined that the Vampire King was so close to the T4000 level of

strength, it was a very big surprise, of course they had seen the Vampire King's T4000 level of

strength burst out from the clouds, but unfortunately it was only a single blow, and that blow had

numerous limitations, such as making all the advanced biotics bleed, but now the advanced

biotics had no more blood to bleed, because the Pope had drained them all!

To be honest, as a technologically advanced superpower, he really found it

unacceptable to be confronted with such an anti-scientific operation, and if he hadn't seen it with
his own eyes, it would have been truly unimaginable!

The Vampire King's arms were trembling violently, and his two huge wings were
like shaking sieves, vibrating at quite a fast rate ......



The Black Crocodile King was also delighted and hurriedly fled to the side of the
Iron Wings T3000.

The only slight fling is all the cooperation of Lin Hao, revealing a morose cold
smile, he looked at the black crocodile king who was still in the process of fleeing, the corners of
his mouth contemptuous, killing intent: "Did I say I would let you go?"

Don't pass the Vampire King, Lin Hao's sudden speed surpassed all previous

outbursts, and Pope Peter's eyes opened in shock!

"No!"

The Black Vampire King looked at a black shadow in front of him, before a fist
with an obliterating killing intent came crashing down on his chest, fiercely!

His heart crinkled tremendously and then the next moment it collapsed violently,
he felt a violent pain, a suffocating pain, and then it was a tightening of his gaze and he died

straight away! The Black Crocodile King was dead!

The top four strongest men in Western Europe died like that, after being rescued
by the superpowered Vampire King and the Iron Wings T3000, and still died! The top four
Western European powerhouses died just like that, even after being rescued by the Vampire King

and the Iron Wings T3000!

Their king was dead!



The terrifying king was dead!

By a Chinese man? By a Chinese? Killed!

Lin Hao shook off his right hand, and there was still a scarlet beating heart on his
left fist.

The Vampire King looked at Lin Hao with a grimace on his face, an expression
that he could hardly stand as he hated to die Lin Hao outright. At this time, the Vampire King once
again looked at the Chinese King Lin Hao, and to be honest, he still felt in a trance, an
incomparable trance, this Chinese underdog who started out as a high-level cyborg could now

dominate the frontal battlefield, and countless people were amazed by it.
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He swallowed and looked towards the Iron Wings T3000, an expert that was comparable to the
Pope's level, and had even surpassed the Pope's level, because! Peter pope under the peak state,
also with the help of countless senior biochemicals blood qi power, he have resisted three times,
now he is the only one he can rely on ......

Of course at this moment he no longer wants to think about how to win this battle
between the king and the pope, but rather, how to survive ......

Lin Hao overbearingly decapitated the Black Crocodile King.



The blood rained down on all of them, and the domineering and the ZF officials in
Toulouse were so excited that they shouted ISGOD, the King of China. ......

After they saw the Iron Wings T3000 bravely confronting the Pope, their hearts
went cold, thinking that this war was slowly going downhill for them, but Lin Hao, who had come
back from the dead with endless rage and monstrous strength, was a ray of light for them ......

After killing the black crocodile king, Lin Hao turned to Jun Wu Ren who was

lying floating on the water, he did not have his own luck with Mohammad Kato carrying him, but
just floating on the water, the swimming fish next to him surrounded him, but none dared to go up
and bite him, even the mayflies did not dare to come near him, this is the majesty of the king!

Jun Wu Regret, another martial arts pride of China, is it not something that a
random mole can offend?

"Brother Jun, what you have failed to do, I have done for you! Of course this is all
my own business!" Lin Hao spoke indifferently, the killing intent at the corners of his mouth so
strong that it was like the cold wind of the deep northern winter, so biting!

Lin Hao went on to say, "But! Things aren't over." As he said that, Lin Hao looked
fiercely at Pope Peter. Pope Peter also looked up at Lin Hao, both looked at each other with a

hidden softness in their gaze, neither knew what was hidden in the depths of the other's eyes, Lin
Hao looked at him because he wanted to ask him what was going on with Shen Xiyan, Pope Peter
looked at Lin Hao because he secretly wanted to ask Lin Hao if he sensed the existence of the
Mouth of the World ......



The two each have not the same mind, but not straight? Serve Wu dyed Yi zero

Shan Lu Wu? The two of them are not the same.

Lin Hao gaze moved to the vampire king, white bear king black crocodile king

solved, then the next is this vampire king, he induced blackened Lin Hao became obsessed with

aggravation, ignoring the existence of Shen Xiyan, this is Lin Hao absolutely not allowed to exist!
If this image was seen by Shen Xi Yan, he didn't know how he would explain to Shen Xi Yan!

At that moment, all his thoughts were destroyed, and he realised how important

Shen Xi Yan was to him!

And now Pope Peter had control of another incredibly important message from
Shen Xiyan, and Lin Hao wanted to know no matter what, what that message was ......

The Vampire King slowly approached the Steelwing T3000 as he ignored the

Steelwing T3000's anger. Because at this time, it was safest for the two of them to stand together,
the speed Lin Hao had just exploded out with simply surpassed his perception of a king-level
powerhouse ......

"King of China, things have come to this point, with the White Bear King and

Black Crocodile King already dead, your anger has almost been removed for the most part, how
about we sit down and talk. This strong man from M, he is not unwilling to talk, and M's healing
methods are more advanced, if there you are willing to bow down to them, they will certainly
treat your lady more perfectly!" The vampire king looked at Lin Hao, whose killing intent filled
his eyes, and made his last words, he was really a bit scared, he had such fear when he faced Pope
Peter, but such fear was removed by the Iron Wings T3000, but after Lin Hao broke out, he
panicked ......
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said with half-doubt, while being avoiding Lin Hao's attack.

The Steel Wing T3000 snorted coldly and said as if it were true, "I can still lie to
you! So don't despair to the point of giving up on yourself, as long as we both stall for time, we
can definitely wait until he comes to our rescue! And I'm sending my men up to hurry up and

delay to death!"

"Yes, I'll do my best!" The Vampire King was completely unaware that this was all
a deception by the Iron Wings T3000. And after Steelwing T3000 saw that the Vampire King's
battle spirit had been rekindled, he instructed his men to all gather around him, and then he began
to look for an opportunity.

Feeling the direction his men were sending the regenerating heart, Steelwing
T3000 frowned and said, if he couldn't get out, then that would be his last chance, and as for

what would happen to Forestwolf T4000, that was his business!

"Little ones, go ahead and kill him! Serve your country!" Steelwing T3000
shouted, attacking together with himself towards Lin Hao, only he didn't go all out.

The drained body of the Vampire King in front of him had once again refined its

entire strength after dismembering a pair of arms plus another fleshy wing of a transformed
dragon.

The Vampire King couldn't help but cry out in pain, a million pains after the
dismemberment, if a million ants ate his heart, but he endured. He felt the attack of the Iron



Wings T3000 and sensed that his men were coming under siege, and they attacked Lin Hao

mercilessly, completely disregarding Lin Hao's terrifying strength!

One by one, the advanced cyborg strength cyborgs thudded inside Lin Hao's fists,
machinery scattered, and a terrifying explosion sounded like muffled thunder, a sound that

stretched on and on.

The Vampire King's eyelids danced slightly as he watched, was the mechanical
legion of M such a high level of faith? Not even a hint of questioning in the face of the army

chief's orders? To die when they said they would? This was too horrible, but of course he knew
this was not the time to lament this, but to stall for time!

"Oh, King of China! The Heart of Regeneration has already been sent to M. I'm
afraid it's impossible for you to save your wife! Haha, King of China, desperate?"

The Vampire Dynasty mocked at Lin Hao while clawing down fiercely with one
claw! It was like a dawn-breaking strike that swung through with ten silver lights, and at this

moment, he was so imposing that there was no hint of his previous wounded and desperate

appearance!

You can see from his mocking look how spirited he is ......

I just don't know where he learnt to use a chicken feather as an arrow ......



A thick killing intent swept through the high school as the red-bodied bat with ten
silver lights flashed past Lin Hao!

Furious, Lin Hao gritted his teeth fiercely and punched him violently on top of his

claws.

"Bang!"

A loud impact sounded out, resounding viciously.

The Vampire King who had slashed past Lin Hao's body shuddered violently and

turned to smash out into the distance once again, coughing violently, if not for a few T2000 level

machines behind him? er dyed Wu Lu Xi Fu Er Yi? The robot man, he feared he would have

been injured not before ......

But the Vampire King didn't let the pain shut him up ......

"Haha! Haha! Angry is it? Ahahahahaha, I love to see such impotent rage from
you! What can you do to me? The Heart of Regeneration is already in M. Once it's in M, no
matter how angry you get, you'll never get it again! Your wife Shen Xiyan will never be saved,
ahaha, King of China, so what if you are powerful? If you were on my side, even if you don't get
a whole regenerating heart in the end, but even half of it can save Shen Xi Yan! But your greed has
robbed you of the chance to save your wife forever!"
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"I have deceived you, but then again, it ended well! Unfortunately, you were greedy and selfish,
unwilling to be deceived in the slightest, and so the situation came to this. You brought this on
yourself!"

Instead of shutting his stinking mouth out of pain, the Vampire King screamed

even more, he knew he was no match for Lin Hao, but so what?Wasn't the purpose of the Hua Xia
King joining this battle between the King and the Pope to save his wife Shen Xi Yan? Wasn't it to
obtain the Heart of Regeneration?

But what about now?

The Heart of Regeneration has been sent toM by the IronWings T3000, a bit into
its territory, then no matter who it is, they wouldn't dare to enter? The reason for this is that there

is a powerful saint inside the M Kingdom who is unrivalled in the world! It's just a pity that he
can't leave M easily, otherwise the world, all of it, would be under M's control ......

Lin Hao was furious, and the one black shadow deep inside his body roared and

roared, "You're too selfish!"

Lin Hao was furious, this situation was caused by the blackened Lin Hao, if he
hadn't insisted on killing the Vampire King and gave up fighting against the defense of the Iron

Wings T3000, this situation wouldn't have happened, only now it was too late to make regrets!

"I will never let you out again!" Lin Hao said to him in a cold voice.



There was countless resentment within him, although he knew that this situation

was brought about by Blackened Lin Hao, but Blackened Lin Hao was still Lin Hao!

Now that the Heart of Regeneration was forever two parted from him, if it was
really as he said, then how should he face Shen Xiyan?

"Iron Wings T3000, finish him off while you can!" The Vampire King shouted

angrily to the Iron Wings T3000 not far away.

Steel Wings T3000 snorted coldly, he could also see that at this moment, the
Vampire King's cohesive power was scattered, but he equally knew that he could not handle him

at all with such strength. And didn't what the Vampire King was doing now just give himself a

rather perfect time to escape?

Once the King of China had taken out all his anger on the Vampire King, then he
would have absolute certainty of escaping from the moment!

Once he enters the high seas, he will not believe that there is anything anyone can
do to him when he turns to the Middle East or dives headlong into the waters of the East.

He had already designed his escape route, but he was looking for an opportunity

to escape.

Steel Wings calculated the speed of the delivery of the Heart of Regeneration, and
with his calculations, he was afraid that the Heart of Regeneration would be with the Forest Wolf,



if not intact, at least half of it! After all, when he dispatched his men to transport the Heart of

Regeneration, he split them into two, in order to prevent the Chinese King Lin Hao from leaving a

backhand ......

He thought about this because it could be an opportunity for him to escape
next ......

The vampire king was still laughing openly, he laughed with glee, not caring
about the shattered claws. Instead, as he watched the Iron Wings T3000 kill up, he once again
mocked, "What you want by all means, you will never get! The person you wanted to save, you
will never be able to save!"

"Oh, I forgot to tell you. In fact, with the strength of your power and ours, we can
survive for a long time. And if you want the average person to live longer too, then the
regenerating heart will be of great use! If I remember correctly, using the Heart of Regeneration as
a medium, the average person's life expectancy will be enhanced qualitatively, as to how long, I
don't know. Because the Heart of Regeneration, no matter what era it was in, it was an
incomparably expensive existence, how could the average person, use him! Even the woman of a
king-level powerhouse is not entitled to it!"
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If I had used such a powerful technique earlier, theWhite Bear King and the Black Crocodile King

would have died! Damned stinker! If you were more sincere, the Holy Lord would have recruited
you to join us!" Steelwing T3000 was furious to see the Vampire King getting stronger again, the
damned thing had been playing tricks and not revealing his cards before, causing him to lose two

dead soldiers by his side, reducing his chances of survival drastically!



The Vampire King wasn't much angrier in the face of Steelwing's harsh words.
After all, this was his strongest card, if he were to reveal it casually, wouldn't taking him become

a soft persimmon for anyone to pinch at will. He did want to join M's Mechanical Legion, but that
didn't mean it meant that he was to be made to kneel before them forever!

There's a difference between desire and reality! He wasn't really stupid!

"Well, now is not the time to discuss right or wrong, kill him first!" The huge bat's
mouth spat out, the hideous face with a frightening scowl as well as a strong killing intent, like a
killer in the midst of black, his eyes staring deadly at Lin Hao, and it had to be said that at this

moment, the Vampire King was very confident.

"Humph!" Steel Wings grunted lightly, this was in displeasure at the Vampire
King's command, but didn't proceed to censure, instead he killed Lin Hao, the Vampire King had
exercised his underhanded card, naturally he needed to use his underhanded card too!

Any hint of hope, he? Shan dyed grasping intent to flick the land? wouldn't give
up!

At the same time!

The Vampire King only felt himself being enveloped by layers of death, his eyes
widened as he looked at Lin Hao's determination with endless killing intent, and with a violent

shock, he began to struggle violently, wanting to retreat!



But he couldn't make it in time!

"Save me!" The Vampire King roared!

But Lin Hao's punch, as he finished, killed him directly in front of him!

Steelwing T3000's eyes narrowed, seeing this opportunity, he knew his chance to

escape had come, and without another word, he all but ignored the Vampire King's cries for help,
while giving the order for his men to launch a fierce attack on Lin Hao!

Looking at his men, who had followed him for decades, launching a final attack
on Lin Hao one after another without a hint of hesitation, there was not a trace of sorrow in the eyes

of the Iron Wings T3000, but rather a stronger look of desire to escape ......

The last straw was the last straw, and he was at full speed, heading for the high

seas!

The shells in the sky hit his wings, and his fast-running iron wings cut right
through the shells. As for the bombs that exploded in front of him, he didn't have the slightest
intention to dodge them, but instead he just slammed into them, letting the power of the bombs

explode on him, and he didn't care about getting hurt, he just ran!

He didn't have much time left, and he didn't want to lose a single second because
of this insignificant injury!



The Iron Wings T3000 showed no sign of turning back, that fleeing gesture was

abominable!

At this moment, the death wish that emerged from inside the abyss wrapped

around the Vampire King, he knew that he, himself, was about to embrace with death ......

A Chinese king, with a Chinese king, directly exterminated their team, which
could reach the peak of battle power in Western Europe, clean, he laughed wildly among himself.
This is the Chinese king they have always despised, but gave them a fatal blow, this world,
turning too fast, this heaven and earth chess game, he vampire king really can not play ......

He suddenly remembered that the ancestors told their descendants not to presume
to compete with humans for power, because their ability to think is certainly no match for the
speed at which humans operate! The Vampire King didn't believe it, and after a thousand years of
hibernation, finally, after a thousand years of laying out and hiding countless cards, he found a

perfect opportunity to tell his ancestors that they, the bats, were the smartest race in the world, but
now the situation told him that they were really no match for the humans ......
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Thousands of years of images crossed inside his head, flashing by, eventually going back to

before, to his own spirited appearance, he was thinking that if Pope Peter had been left to find the

Mouth of theWorld, and when he died in it, or went to another planetary interface from the Mouth

of the World, then the whole of Western Europe would have been his own territory all the same,
only unfortunately, in order to prove to his ancestors that their bat clan was also a clan of great
intelligence, so he started the battle between the King and the Pope, and eventually ended up in

such a scene ......



Does he regret it? Definitely. ......

A thousand years of hibernation, a thousand years of suffering humiliation, and in
the end this is what you get, no one can accept it ......

He fought with all his might, but in the end he felt a fist pass through his chest, his
chest as hard as iron, under his fist, like a piece of tofu, hard and fast ......

The heart in his chest trembled violently, and then stopped violently, cold,
endless cold swept through his body, and finally, he slowly lost his breath ......

He looked reluctantly to the west, to the direction where the Iron Wings T3000
had fled, to the direction where the Forest Wolf T4000 stood, those damned people ......

It was as if he was coming back to life, using all his strength: "My surveillance

tells me that half of the regenerating hearts may not have been transported to M territory and are
on the high seas ......"

With that, the Vampire King cut off his breath!

The huge body shrank violently, eventually turning into a human beaten bat, with
resignation written all over his eyes ......



He was dead!

The second strongest man in Western Europe, the Vampire King, was dead!

There was a violent thunderclap in the sky, it wasn't a thunderclap caused by the

loudness of the fight, it was nature's thunderclap!

Lin Hao looked up and thunder and lightning surged inside the clouds.

Then it went straight down and stormed up!

Was this, a cheerful send-off?

Did the heavens start crying?

Heaven's will can sense? Ai Wu served the earth to pick up Lu Shan? Subjected

to the fall of a strong man?

Lin Hao shook his head, he didn't know if his guess was correct, but for some
reason, he felt a strong connection, after all, why else would it suddenly rain heavily on this fine
sunny day? And why else would countless purple qi gather on his own body?



The world was opening up to him, but he didn't care, because his mind was still

on the last words of the Vampire King!

Shen Xiyan could still be saved!

Half of the Regenerating Heart was still on the high seas, which meant that the Iron
Wings T3000 was still hidden!

No wonder he had to flee, I'm afraid he had to take the Heart of Regeneration with

him!

Damn, what a great opportunity!

"But even if you escape any way you can, can you escape my grasp?" Lin Hao
sneered as he casually flung his hand, and the Vampire King's body fell from the sky.

Mohammed Katou looked up at the sky, hesitantly unable to believe that his
king ...... had died ......

"King, fallen ...... this is ...... simply ...... unbelievable ......" Mohammad Qatou

stammered, honestly, his heart did not know whether to be grateful or painfully sad, he knew why

he was able to grow to this extent in a short period of time, it was all because of the Vampire
King's silent cultivation and care in the dark, to create the person he is today ......



Now that such an elder had died at his heels, it was hard for him to accept it for a

while.

In fact, he himself should have known that his choice would have been on Lin

Hao's side, or else he would have so carried the Hua Xia king in the water and protected him ......
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He lifted his head to look at the King of China at this moment, that aura of a monarch on top of the
world, definitely not visible on the Vampire King, nor on the Giant Eagle King ah the Black
Crocodile King, nor on the strong man who came from the M country side, that kind of aura of a
monarch, except on Pope Peter, except on the King of China, there is something that is on the other
King of China who is lying on top of himself at this moment incomparably weak ......

He felt Jun Wu Ren's weak breath and looked at his appearance, that unruffled
and powerful look, and the eyes that, although slightly open, emanated from them irreversibly

with an endless majesty ......

Perhaps, this is the real strong man ......

He watched this eyes slowly close after seeing Lin Hao decapitate the vampire
king, but he still didn't dare to offend him, and with the same incomparable respect, he carefully
swam towards the shore with his pack ......

"Dead ...... dead ......?" Bigir Silver Wolf King stammered, shaking his head one
by one, still finding it difficult to accept such an image.



Hundreds of years, he contacted the most king is the vampire king, in is not the
pseudo king strength, he once with other senior biochemicals think the vampire king is the pope,
later became a pseudo king strong existence, and then by the giant eagle king as the representative
of the ZF to recruit when only know the identity of the vampire king, a super terrifying king-level
experts, in the future of Western Europe absolute first!

This is the note given to the Vampire King by the ZF, a future absolute number

one of the Pope of Western Europe, now dead like this ......

The reason is because he did not want to be the Vampire King's henchman, but he
knew that the Pope did not care about their sincere or fake submission.

Nowadays, Bigel thinks that this is what the King of the Eagles will always spend
his life saying is the right thing to do, right?

After all, the White Bear King who was in the same period as him died, the Black
Crocodile King died, the Vampire King fell, and if he joined in this great battle, I'm afraid he

would have died too ......

He felt the rain in the sky, like it was crying, like it was a send-off!

This rain was not like the kind of blood rain that fell when the White Bear King,
the Black Crocodile King, died, but nature's rain, look at the lightning and thunder, how like the

sky was crying out!



The Giant Eagle King's heart was palpitating? Fushandi zero er yi luwu? Looking

at Lin Hao's back, I dare not imagine! I can't even imagine! The Vampire King who had lived for
1,200 years was dead! He was dead!

The Vampire King, who was only two hundred years removed from him, had
died like this!

In his guess, he might lose the battle between the King and the Pope, but he would
never die. After all, he was as strong as he was, and if he really didn't want to die, no one would
be able to kill him ......

But he, nevertheless, died ...... at the hands of the King of China, not the
Pope ......

"The millennium is unravelled. And the Church is about to collapse ...... Who has

won?" The Giant Eagle King pondered, shaking his head all the time as he thought about this

question, for he did not know, either, who had won and who had lost ......

"Is it over? It shouldn't be over yet!" The Giant Eagle King looked over at Lin

Hao's back and noticed that he was strangely fast, only faster than the IronWings T3000 that was

fleeing at full speed earlier, which meant that Lin Hao must have caught up with him!
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"What's he doing?" A voice came from inside Boris' headset!



They had only just finished cheering!

After all, the Vampire King was dead! And with it the Black Crocodile King and

theWhite Bear King too! And today they had learned of Pope Peter's attitude towards the regime!

This fight was a great victory for them!

Because the two remaining superpowers were on their side!

"Why did he go after them? The sound system just said that the King of China

came to Western Europe to save his wife? Now the medicine to save his wife has been sent away

by the M superpower? But we all know that there is an invincible M power above the high seas

who is strong enough to suppress everything in the world, except for nuclear weapons which are a
sufficient threat to him, it is difficult for anyone to threaten them, except for a few unearthly

monsters of course ......"

The headset came out with one chattering discussion after another, their voices
were tinged with excitement, their words were like a bystander watching a show about Lin Hao,
none of them gave countermeasures, and none of them appreciated the victory Lin Hao had

brought them, were these cold-blooded humans? Boris bowed his head and smiled coldly, but
there was nothing he could do to change the situation, the indifference of those in power emanated
from deep within ......

In their eyes, the world is a cold existence ......



"Do you think he would be decapitated by the other side if he really went after

them? After all, the King of China ...... Lin Hao is blocking their grand plan." A discussion voice

voiced doubt.

Immediately after he finished speaking, someone else stepped forward and

shouted, "As long as he once reaches the high seas area, he'll be dead for sure! Of course, I don't
think he'll be able to go. I? yi yi yi wu ai er jie? After all, as you know, there are countless aircraft
carriers in the high seas, led by the Bear Kingdom's supercarriers, followed by China's! I've heard
that this is one of their few voyages! In other words, they take Lin Hao's life and death very

seriously!"

"Heh! I despise you bunch of capitalist officials who move your mouths the most."
A person in power in charge of the military sneered and mocked, "This group of people are
powerful compared to super weapons, which country would watch them die? If the Vampire King

hadn't ignored all the powers that be in Western Europe and started a battle between the King and

the Pope, how could we have allowed this unnecessary loss to happen? After all, those groups of
advanced cyborgs were a non-renewable resource, enough to guard a territory, and now they are

dead and wounded. If such a riot were to happen in normal times, we might still have a chance to
recover if we recuperate, but now, in this eventful season, the ancient prison of Eastern Japan is in
turmoil, and there is a vague chance of a third world war!"

"What!" Another voice exclaimed out, and he calmed down to guess carefully. In
an instant, he sorted out the rough and tumble inside. The purpose of the Bear Kingdom's coming
was to allow China to preserve a strong enough strength then to check and balanceM's mechanical
legion army, after all, Eastern Japan was pretty much slaughtered by the strongest of the Ninja

Alliance within a short period of time, if China still lost another super strong person at this time,
I'm afraid that piece of sea, by then, would be left to M's warships to travel through recklessly, in
talking about the Ancient Prison incident.
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He wondered if there would be a global riot after the secret of the ancient prison was released at
that time.

He only pondered a little bit towards here, and then he didn't dare to continue
thinking about it because he didn't dare to imagine ......

"You are still angry when I say you are short-sighted. But you are not too stupid, a
little reminder is also able to comprehend what is inside ......" the officer sneered again, at this
time there is no longer much in the heart of the calculation, how to send Lin Hao to the high seas,
let the mechanical powerhouse of the M country to kill... ...After all, if a third world war really

breaks out, with the strength of the country of China today, but the leading level of the country, at
this sensitive time to weaken its strength, when the time comes, once again the situation like
during World War II, they are really do not know whether there is still a chance to restore the

country again ...... after all, today The other Empire of the Sun has already stepped into the

second tier, and if something happens, it will be a drag ......

But how can I put it, both kingdoms are similar, big deal, you used to hold me

back, now I'll hold you back ......

Of course, that's speculation ......



"Take your time and watch, I hope nothing unexpected happens ......" The officer's
non-teasing voice exuded the authority of those in power, and the inside of the headset suddenly

cleared up a lot, and all that came through was the sound of everyone's breathing, with some of
the fidgety ones wearing out their rapid breathing ......

The officer seemed to think of something: "Boris, can the team you arranged to

protect the wife of the King of China at the banquet in Toulouse ensure the absolute safety of the
other side?"

The suddenly named Boris immediately replied, "Report to Chief Hywel, as long
as the internal political enemies do not interfere and do not provoke the King of China, in my

Toulouse, it is absolutely safe! After all, the King of China was persuaded by me to participate in

this war, so I have an absolute obligation to ensure the safety of his family!"

"Boris, you have done well this time, we will stand behind you in the next state

elections in the southern cities." The Highwell Imperial General gave an appreciative cry, his
words exploding like a holy decree inside the discussion section of the public channel as a flower
of depth charges!

His support would definitely put Boris on a brighter path!

It was a surprise to Boris! The political opponents of Boris who were ready to give
him a shot in the arm swallowed their mouths when they heard the words of the General of the
Empire of Hywel, who represented the majority of the army's combat troops behind him and

showed that they approved of Boris ......



"As for those who were prepared to strike in secret before, I am here to warn that if

I find ZF officials' minions appearing in Toulouse to commit misdeeds, once they are found, they
will be immediately court-martialed!" Hywel grunted coldly.

His words basically wiped out the impending kidnapping of Shen Xiyan to
threaten Lin Hao? Inside the cradle ......

Those people with evil intentions heard that they were sent to the court martial and
directly covered their chests ......

At the same time, they also know that the King of China, is no longer the small
nobleman, the small foreigner, but a real super power, internationally recognized super power! At
least in Western Europe, they, the people at the helm of these kingdoms, were relatively
recognized by him ......

The thought that they and others were prepared to threaten him with his wife as a
check on Boris made them feel like the fools they were! Such a ridiculous idea ......
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